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A warm welcome goes beyond words. It creates a feeling of care and belongingness. Time for
learning with fun and exhilaration began after the summer break. The teachers and students
were excited to be back for their online classes. The day began with an online SpecialAssembly
video which was full of surprises for them. It started with the National Anthem followed by a
beautiful prayer which kept our students captivated to the Assembly. Children were elated to
see a video message by our respected Principal ma'am, Ms. Supriti Chauhan, who filled them
with positivity and vigour with her kind and motivating words. A heart-warming message from
our Director ma'am, Ms. Indira Kohli, brightened their day and brought a smile to each one of us.
A foot tapping dance performance along with motivating and heartening messages from the
teachers filled their hearts with love and encouragement. The children were thrilled to see their
teachers' sing and dance to welcome them. The Assembly ended with a short video explaining
Covid 19 and how we can be safe. The children connected with their teachers and excitedly
discussed about various things they did during their vacations. Children enjoyed their lessons
and are back with a renewed excitement for a productive year ahead!

“Let today be the start of something new.”
-Anonymous

Fly High With DPS
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The Fun Express- Virtual Summer Camp

The School organized a Virtual Summer Camp on May 30, 2021
for the age group of 3-6 years. Students of different schools were
invited to participate in it and we received a stupendous response.
The students were assigned different teams with unique names
like Little Marvels, Bumblebees, Rocking Champs, ., whichetc
upped the excitement quotient for all the children. The camp
included fun, interactive and engaging activities for the children
like Boogie Woogie with props, Bubble Fun, Finger Painting, Story
Telling Session and Puppet Making Activity. All the activities were
designed to spark curiosity, gain new experiences and have fun
while learning. The participants also enjoyed a Magic Show at the
end of the camp. This experience was instrumental in developing
social, emotional and cognitive skills in children and helped build
the self-confidence required to engage in new environments. The
camp was a grand success as the children enjoyed a lot and made
beautiful memories which will last with them for a lifetime.

“Life is either a great adventure or nothing.“
-Helen Keller
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“The future depends on what we do in the present.”
– Mahatma Gandhi

Ahealthy body ensures physical and mental wellbeing. Covid 19 pandemic taught us to prioritize
fitness i.e. mental and physical health, as it helps us to survive and thrive in all the times, normal
and challenging. Regular physical activity can help keep our thinking and learning skills sharp.
Yoga, in today's time has a universal appeal in maintaining physical and mental upkeep.
Keeping the same ethos in mind, the students of Classes I - III celebrated International Yoga Day
on June 21, 2021 with great zeal and zest. They enjoyed practicing the Yoga asanas with their
class teachers during the morning assembly. It was interesting for them to learn different asanas
and followed the directions with keen interest. Teachers discussed the importance of Yoga and
how it helps improve flexibility, strength, reduce stress, improve sleeping patterns, etc. The
students shared mesmerising pictures of their intricate yoga poses. A passion for fitness is
essential for an ardent and a healthy life. A healthy body ensures physical, as well as mental
wellbeing, and we at DPS, GBN believe in the mantra, 'Health is Wealth'.
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Healthy Mind, Healthy Body
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DPS, GBN along with SPACE INDIA conducted an
Astronomy Summer Camp for classes I to III in the
month of May. The School believes in giving its
children proper exposure and knowledge beyond
textbooks. Our little space enthusiasts were excited to
start their session and enter the magical world of our
Universe, Solar System, galaxies etc. Each session
was intriguing and was taught in the most fun manner.
For the students, each session introduced them to
space and the wonders of the universe. The learning
during the session gave them an experience of a
lifetime. Children learnt about the Solar System,
shape of the Earth and other planets, Phases of the
moon and much more. In addition, children of class III
made a mini satellite by using biscuits and chocolate,
and a model by using a plastic bottle. The Camp
opened the doors to exciting and new concepts of
astronomy and space sciences, by interactive
presentations, use of technology, series of easy and
friendly demonstrations and, experiential activities
that can be performed easily at home to enhance the
learning curve. Overall, the entire process was a good
amalgamation of fun and learning.

The Space Explorers

“Astronomy compels the soul to look upwards and leads us from this world to another.”

-  Plato
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Explore To Learn More- National Reading Day

India celebrates June 19 as National Reading Day in
honour of Mr. P N Panicker. His philosophy of 'Read and
Grow' epitomizes the importance of books in a person's
life. Reading not only helps in increasing knowledge and
vocabulary, but also builds the imagination of the child.
Classes I - III celebrated National Reading Day on 18
June 2021. The students of Classes I and II learnt about
the life and works of Mr. Panicker through a Power Point
Presentation and shared their pictures with their favourite
books. The students of Class III enjoyed the fun filled
activity, 'Read and Draw' which actively engaged them to
read and draw. Each student made a beautiful poster
based on their own interpretation of the paragraph read
by them. This integration of Art with English emphasized
on the students' interpretation and comprehension of the
reading material. It was indeed an enriching experience
for our students who participated with a lot of zeal and
enthusiasm and the day left them motivated to read more
books and make reading a way of life.

“A book is a dream that you hold in your hands.“
- Neil Gaiman
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“Mathematics is not about numbers, equations, computations or algorithms: it is about

understanding”. -William Thurston

Mathematics nurtures our power of reasoning, creativity, critical thinking and problem-solving
ability. The essence of Mathematics is not to make simple things complicated, but to make
complicated things simple. Mr. Neelakantha Bhanu conducted an online workshop on the topic
'Experiential Maths' for the children of Classes II and III on June 11, 2021. He is the founder of
Exploring Infinities, an online platform that provides an opportunity to primary children to
explore, get curious and fall in love with Mathematics. Mr. Neelkantha Bhanu commenced the
session by telling the importance of Mathematics in life. He apprised the children with the
history of Mathematics with a slide show. He performed many difficult calculations without
using paper or pen, in just a few seconds. Children were amazed to witness his speed and
passion for Mathematics. He suggested a few short cut methods for fast calculations, which left
the children flabbergasted. It was an interactive session and children were thrilled to meet the
'Fastest Human Calculator'.
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The Fascinating World Of Mathematics


